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Relevant Activity 
 

Definition and Core Income Generating Activities 

                 BANKING 

Engaging in deposit-taking business for which a licence is required in 

accordance with the Banks and Deposit Companies Act 1999 

 raising funds 

 managing risk including credit, currency and interest risk 

 taking hedging positions 

 providing loans, credit or other financial services to customers 

 managing regulatory capital 

 preparing regulatory reports 

INSURANCE 

Engaging in business for which registration is required in accordance with 

the Insurance Act 1978 

 predicting and calculating risk 

 insuring or reinsuring against risk 

 providing client services 

 preparing regulatory reports 

 
 
 

 

FUND MANAGEMENT 

Managing investments for funds and in respect of which a licence is 

required in accordance with the Investment Business Act 2003 or for which 

a licence would be required if such activity were taking place in Bermuda 

 taking decisions on the holding and selling of investments 

 calculating risk and reserves 

 taking decisions on currency or interest fluctuations and hedging 

positions 

 preparing relevant regulatory or other reports for government 

authorities and investors 

 
 
 

FINANCING 

Providing funds, other than by way of subscription for shares or other 

equity contributions, for the business activities of one or more other 

entities (whether or not affiliated) 

 agreeing funding terms  

 setting the terms and duration of any financing 

 monitoring and revising agreements 

 managing risk associated with such agreements 

 
 

 

LEASING 

Providing leasing arrangements in respect of which it is the lessor of one or 

more assets leased to one or more affiliates or third parties 

 identifying and acquiring assets to be leased  

 setting the terms and duration of any leasing 

 monitoring and revising agreements 

 managing any risk associated with such agreements 
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HEADQUARTERS 

Engaging in the general management and administration of its affiliates within or 

outside Bermuda 

 taking relevant strategic or management decisions 

 incurring expenditures on behalf of affiliates 

 coordinating group activities 

 

 

 

SHIPPING 

Engaging in ownership, leasing, operation or management of a ship that is used to 

transport goods 

 managing the crew (including hiring, paying and overseeing crew members) 

 hauling and maintaining ships 

 overseeing and tracking deliveries 

 determining what goods to order and when to deliver them 

 organising and overseeing voyages 

 

 

DISTRIBUTION & SERVICE 

CENTRE 

Engaging in resale of goods purchased from a foreign affiliate (distribution centre); or 

primarily providing consulting or administrative services to a foreign affiliate (service 

centre) 

 transporting and storing goods (distribution centre) 

 managing stock and taking orders (distribution centre) 

 providing consulting or administrative services to a foreign affiliate (service centre) 

 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

Engaging in the creation or otherwise exploitation of IP assets 
 

 conducting research and development in relation to IP assets and; 

 marketing, branding, and distribution of IP assets; 

OR, if the above activities are not undertaken in Bermuda: 

 taking the strategic decisions and managing and bearing the principal risks  

related to the development and subsequent exploitation of an IP asset; 

 carrying on the underlying trading activities through which IP assets are  

exploited and  which lead to the generation of IP income from third parties 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
HOLDING ENTITY 

Engaging in activities including holding or managing any assets or equity participations 

 
 For a holding entity that holds a variety of assets and earns different types of 

income (such as interest, rents and royalties), the core income generating 

activities are those activities that are associated with the income that the  

holding company earns. 

 

A pure equity holding entity is an entity that only holds or manages equity  

participations, and earns passive income from dividends, distributions, capital gains  
and other incidental income only 
 

 Have adequate employees for holding and managing equity participations, and 
adequate premises in Bermuda. 

 

  


